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This document reports the meteorological effects on microwave apparent
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New York University, General Electric Space Division, and NASA Langley

Research Center. This study was performed under Contract NAS 1-10048, issued

by. the NASA Advanced Applications Flight Experiments Office, Langley Research
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THE METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS ON MICROWAVE

APPARENT TEMPERATURES LOOKING DOWNWARD OVER A SMOOTH SEA

I. INTRODUCTION

The first theoretical study of .the apparent temperature of the rough
sea surface at microwave frequencies was by Stogryn [1967]. Fung and
Ulaby [1969] using a physical optics approach also calculated the effect
of surface roughness on the apparent surface temperature. In all these
studies, the atmosphere above the sea surface is assumed to be ARDC

3standard.
None of the above works considers the effects of rain or cloud.

Since these effects may be present a good percentage of the time, for
instance, during sea state mapping with satellites, it is the purpose of
this work to examine the meteorological effects on microwave apparent
temperatures for a flat sea surface.

II. THE APPARENT TEMPERATURE AND SURFACE EMISSIVITY OF A SMOOTH

SEA

A.- The Apparent Temperature

In order to examine the meteorological effects, the sea surface is
assumed flat. The apparent temperature at height, H, can be expressed
as:

(1)

where 9 = is the nadir angle
A = h or v, is for horizontal or vertical

polarization of measured temperatures .

[_ (P) = the transmittance of the atmosphere at
height H



(2)

To = sea surface temperature °K

($) = the sky temperature of the atmosphere

the apparent temperature due to the
atmosphere between the surface and
the height H

(4)

In equations (2) , (3) , and (4) , T(z) is the thermometric temperature, c< (z)

is the total absorption coefficient of the atmosphere at height z to be

specified in the next section.

Since the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection for

a flat surface , the apparent temperature , the sky temperature and the

atmospheric temperature calculated up to a height H are functions of ©

only.

B. The Surface Emissivity

In equation (1) , €j(0) is the surface emissivity related to the

Fresnel reflection coefficient for a flat surface by:

2€ j ( 0 ) = / - | R j ( 9 ) | 2 j - A or V
\ w

and /\(,(P)=: horizontal Fresnel reflection coefficient

cos 9 - j£7- . .
, — (6)

Ry(u)- vertical Fresnel reflection coefficient

6f COS 9 ~ l € r -



In equations (5) , (6) , and (7) , e is the angle of incidence , eris the complex

relative dielectric constant of sea water. €r at microwave frequencies is
given by

fr = *> ~ J €2 = ° + *«
' + j ^ (8)

From (8) equating the real and the. imaginary parts respectively we get

2

(9)

M > N \ 2 (10)

In (9) and (10) ,€a> = 5-5, X is the wavelength in cm. The static dielectric

constant €0 and the relaxation wavelength AA are functions of sea

water temperature, TO , and can be expressed in terms of an interpolation
polynomial .

€8 = 877- 0.4008(To -273) + 9-398X lo~4(7Q-2J5)2

- / . 4 /Ox/o~ f e (To-273) 3

AA = 3 .33-0 . l |22(T c ? -273)+/ .&x/o~ 3 (Tc , -273) 2

-8.3 x /0~6(To-:?73)3 CM (12>

It is possible to calculate the surface emissivity using (6) , (7) , and

(5) , but with a complex dielectric constant under the square root sign, direct

substitution leads easily to erroneous results. Hence, it is necessary to

rearrange the expression for surface emissivity. (The detailed derivation

is shown in appendix A)

F,



(14)

where B= ( ( 6, - Sin'B)2 4 6/ J* (15)

Z

F, = 005*0 4 2BC05 0 COS & + 6* (17)

(18)

G = cos0 (£ ,4 €z2)* (19)

F2 = Q2-f BN 2 G 6 C o s ( i - (20)

III.1 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF OXYGEN, WATER VAPOR, CLOUD AND

RAIN (UNDER LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM AND IGNORING THE

, SCATTERING EFFECTS)

I The meteorological variation of the atmosphere due to the presence of
clouds and rains can be expressed as a change of the absorption coefficient.
Other weather conditions such as snow and hail or thunderstorm will not be
considered here. The total emission or absorption is computed as the sum
of individual effects. Hence, it is convenient to consider each effect in
turn.

A. Clear Sky Model Atmosphere and Absorption Coefficient

For clear sky at microwave frequencies the main absorption is due to
molecular oxygen and water vapor, and the absorption coefficient is a function
of temperature, pressure and water vapor density of the atmosphere. Hence
it is necessary to specify the atmospheric conditions. One possible

3
specification is as follows:



Temperature = Tc, - - for / 1

Pressure

= 217 for / / K M

where TG = sea surface temperature
•J. = the height in km above mean sea level

R, =rft

mm HG

millibar

where Fe> - sea surface pressure in mm H

Pa = absolute pressure in millibar

Water vapor density

gm/nT

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

where /•<•, = sea surface water vapor density in gm/im

The absorption of molecular oxygen and water vapor has been
4studied/extensively since van Vleck and Weisskopf [1945] . Formulas

for computing the absorption coefficient can be found elsewhere [Porter,
l ft1970], The following equations for oxygen and water vapor absorption

are adopted for this work.

Molecular Oxygen

There are two line width parameters for oxygen at microwave

frequencies. The 60 GHz complex and the 118.75 GHz line are obtained

from Meeks and Lilley [1963];5

' c (25)



where °^6o(Jr) = Absorption coefficient of 60 GHz complex at z in
neper/km

V = propagating frequency in GHz

At/ = line width factor in GHz

(27)

Jc, ,P <.%) ,P& are specified in equations (21) and (22) .

(H8.7S + ̂ )Z-i-4i74J

where
°<ii6 (£) = Absorption Coefficient of 118.75 GHz line at z in

neper/km

CK,,8 = 5.25
^IIB = ^o 4/, ^ are defined as the same in o^o

case.

Water Vapor

There are three parts for water vapor absorption coefficient. The

2 2 , 2 3 5 GHz absorption line and the residual absorption were calculated

at
7

according to Barret and Chung [1962] . The millimeter absorption line at

183.3 GHz was obtained from Ulaby and Straiten [1970]:

J ]

(29)

" where o( 22 (^)= Absorption 'coefficient of 22,"2"35 GHz line at z in
neper/km

iT" = propagating frequency in GHz



(30)

(31)

= 52 \A

(32)

where ^RES (^-) = Absorption coefficient of the residual lines at z in
neper/km

C/<KES - 255 X /O"3

A \7 is the same as in equation (30)

_ 4i;2 (33)

where
°<i83 (^) = Absorption coefficient of 183.3 GHz line at z in

neper/km

=3 .0 - i H - - (34)

(35)

= 8.6 x

The clear sky absorption coefficient for frequency , 1? , and height, z, is the

sum of oxygen and water vapor absorption coefficients. It is expressed as:

*cs (p=^to(p + rf,,a#H 4«$4-*W^+ *W ̂ ) (36)

Pressure, temperature and water vapor density of the atmosphere decrease

with increasing altitude. Hence, the clear sky absorption coefficient

also decreases with increasing altitude as shown in equations (25) through

(35).

7



B. Cloudy or rainy sky model atmosphere and absorption coefficient

The presence of clouds and rain can be expressed as a change of
absorption coefficient. Even though we have information on the absorption
coefficient for a given liquid water content of the clouds and precipitation

rate, computation of total absorption or emission depends on selecting a
meteorologically sound model for the clouds and rain.

(a) Cloud model
20According to meteorological classification there are three basic

cloud forms namely cirrus, cumulus and stratus . All the other standard

types are either these pure forms or modifications and combinations of
them at different elevations , where varying air and moisture conditions
are responsible for their form.

Since cirrus clouds normally stay above 30,000 ft. and are thin
layers of ice, their effect on attenuation is relatively small compared
with other types of clouds. Thus only the effects of cumulus and stratus

21 22clouds are considered in this work. Refering to Malkus , Spyers-Duran
23and Levine , it is appropriate to use Levine's classification for cumulus

clouds:

Case 1 457m £ z £ 1068m , M = 0.5 gm/m3

Case 2 457m ,= z $ 2590m , M = 1.0 gm/m3

Case 3 ...^m o r i i r .m n or / 3457 sg z ^ 3810 , M = 1.25 gm/m

Usually the liquid water content of the cloud varies with height
and attains its maximum near the cloud top. The data listed above are
the average value over total cloud thickness. For stratus cloud

24Neiburger's investi
and is quoted below:

24 25
Neiburger's investigation is consistent with Aufm Kampfe and Weickmann

Case I 30m <; z < 580m M = 0 . 3 5 gm/m3
o

-Case II — - 452m- < z <; 520^ M=-0.-25 gm/m
Case III 213m <£ z <j 490m M - 0 . 2 0 gm/m3



1 RPorter's[1970] classification of overcast can be considered as a combi-

nation of stratus and cumulus clouds:

Light overcast (sun image visible)

300m^ z $ 650m

Medium overcast (no sun, light sky)

400m$

Heavy overcast

z $ 650m M=0.33 gm/m3

*j

M=0.67 gm/m

z $3200m M=1.0 gm/m3

Kreiss[l968] also classified the clouds in stratus, thick stratus, and

tall cumulus cloud with different liquid water content ranging from
3 30.0625 gm/m to 4 gm/m . Without considering the possible range of

liquid water content for a specific cloud type , his models are not so

well defined as the others:

Stratus cloud

628m $ z $ 1457m M=0. 0625, .25, .5, 1 ,2 ,4 gm/m3

628m =s z s 1949m M=0. 0625 ,0 . 125, 0 . 2 5 , 0 . 5,1, 2,4 gm/m3

Thick stratus cloud
o

628m *£ z s= 30l2m M=0 .0625,0 . 125,0 .25 ,0 .5,1 ,2 ,4 gm/m

Tall cumulus cloud

628m s= z ss 7185m M=0 .0625 ,0 . 125 ,0 . 25 ,0 .5,1 ,4 gm/m3

(b) Rain model

Statistics are available for most parts of the world to give the

average monthly precipitation but data on precipitation rates are scarce.

Furthermore, although many stations give distributions of precipitation

rates, these are for single locations, and little informations is available

on the horizontal extent of precipitation of differing intensities - partic-
o

ularly over the ocean. Valley's[1965] classification, which is reason-

ably complete for moderate rain, is quoted for this work:

Case I is representative of summer rain in temperate latitudes

and with a slight increase of temperature, of wide-spread tropical rains

as well. Precipitation distribution is shown in Figure 1 and 2.



O.I 0.2 0.3

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
PRECIPITATION RATE (mmrT1)

Fig. 1. Distribution of precipitation rale with a l t i t ude for Case I.
Values of maximum updraf t in in see*"1 arc given by each curve.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

WATER CONTENT(g m'3)

Fig. 3. Concentration of precipitat ion, in g m~a , with he igh t , for
Case II. Values of m a x i m u m u p d r a f t in m sec —' (above) and
surface precipitat ion rate in mm li~1 (below) arc shown by each
curve.

O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4

WATER CONTENT (am'3

O.I

Kij;, 2. Conrc-Mlratlon <if precipitation, in ^ m~~-\ will) licl^lit (or
Case I. Valurs (tf maximum upid.ift in in M-C~* (alutvo) and sur-

face precipitation rale in mm li~l (hclow) :nc I'.ivcn liy cacli curve.

I 2 3 4 5 6
WATER CONTENT (q m'J)

Fip. 4 t Coin-riitralion of prcripiuiiiin ii> t; in — '1, willi lici;:li(,
for C;iso III. Valurs i>( inaxinuiin ii|nlr.i(t in in M M ' — ' (alimr) nnd
silrfact^ pr<'ripil;ili"M ulc in KIMI )i'' ' ( ln ' )<* iv) ;trc -0)m* n liy cjili

curve.
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Case II is associated with rain in the spring and fall months in

temperate latitudes and also represents a likely thermal stratification

during much orographic rain in temperate climes.

Case III patterned after the atmospheric structure during severe

snow storms in New England, is representative of a winter snowstorms

and except for the low temperatures, characterizes the winter rains as

well.
I

All cases pertain to widespread uniform precipitation, not to

showery conditions. The concentration of precipitation for case II and'III

is shown in Figure 3 and 4. '
i

Due to different updrafts , four different precipitation rates exist

for each case. The precipitation rate for case I, together with cloud

cover above the precipitation is listed as follows:

(1) 0.4 m/sec updraft \

rain 0 ^ z sS 3100™ p=10.3 mm/hr
cloud 3100 ^ z <= ' 7000m M=0.3 gm/m3

(2) 0.3 m/sec updraft •
rain 0 s= z «c ;3200m p=7.9 mm/hr

cloud 3200 s£ z <£ 7000m M=0.25 gm/m3

(3) 0.2 m/sec updraft

rain 0 <S z 55 3300m p=5.2 mm/hr
cloud 3300 s£ z «£ 7000m M=0.15 gm/m3

(4) 0.1 m/sec updraft

rain 0 s£ z s£ 3500m p=2.8 mm/hr
cloud 3500 «£ z «s 7000m M=0.1 gm/m3

Both precipitation rate and liquid water content vary with altitude. The

data shown are the average value of precipitation and cloud layer.
The above mentioned models for clouds and rain may be a gross

simplification of the real situation in many ways, they form a basis

for calculating the meteorological effects on apparent temperature to

be discussed in the next section.

The absorption coefficient of clouds and rain can be calculated by

tic

11

Mie's theory [1908]. The extinction cross-section for single drop is



given as:

2 °°
/I — _ ^* I? 7 / fn -»- / ^ i f] + h~ i / T 7^U — 7-rr /\e /1 litn ~ i y \ w»i ~ ''n / (.31)

cx * " n=i

where X is the wavelength and a , and b are functions of spherical
Bessel functions with complex dielectric constant and radius of water drop
as an argument. The complex dielectric constant of water at microwave
frequency varies with temperature; hence the extinction cross-section is
temperature and frequency dependent.

Q

Ryde and Ryde[1946] were the first to calculate the attenuation
of clouds and rain based on Mie's theory, and their result has been the
basis for much of the subsequent works. By using Laws and Parsons
drop-size distribution of various precipitation rates , they calculated the
theoretical attenuation coefficient of rain directly in terms of eight dif-
ferent precipitation rates with eight wavelengths from 0.3 to 10 cm at
18°C. For temperature different from 18°C, the correction factor is
tabulated from 0 to 40°C at 10°C interval.

For non-precipitating clouds with drop radii much less than the
wavelength, the familiar Rayleigh scattering equation was used by

13Goldstein[195l] to calculate cloud attenuation.
g

Gunn and East[1954] not only reviewed Ryde's development since
1946, but added the backscattering cross section calculation for clouds
and rain which has been widely quoted in radar meteorology. The dielectric
constant of ice is very much different from water. Consequently they
calculated the attenuation of ice and water clouds separately, and the
temperature effect was also included.

12Medhurst[1965] , using Ryde's theoretical approach, re-calculated
the attenuation for rain with five precipitation rates and sixteen wavelengths
from 0.3 to 15 cm at 20°C. He also collected rain attenuation^measurements
from 1946 to 1962, and compared with his theoretical result. He used a set
of theoretical maximum and minimum attenuations for rain to compare with
measurements and concluded that the agreement was not entirely satisfactory,

12



There was a tendency for measured attenuation to exceed the maximum

possible levels predicted by the theory. But recent measurements by

Brown and Haroules[19G9] at 8 GHz and 15 GHz indicate that there is

no tendency for measured attenuations to lie above the theoretical

maximum values. Hence theoretical calculations; seem to provide a

reasonable basis for the prediction of attenuation by rain.

(c) Clouds absorption coefficient <

In this work, Benoit's[1968] equations for water and ice clouds

were used to calculate the cloud attenuation. Although he did not shed

any new light on basic theoretical calculations, his effort to interpolate

Gunn and East's discrete data with respect to frequency and temperature

and to come out with one simple empirical equation very convenient for

computation purpose, particularly when the temperature varies continuously

with respect to height in the atmosphere.

The absorption coefficient for clouds can be expressed as:

0<c l f r )« M^e" d%m (38)
3

where M = liquid water content of clouds in gm/m

V - propagating frequency in GHz

b= frequency index, for water cloud b =1.95w
frequency index, for ICE cloud b. = 1.006

a = temperature coefficient

a = -6.866 (H-.0045t)
w - 2 - 4 2

a = -8.261 (1-1.767 x 10 t-4.374 x 10 t )

and t is temperature in °c and varies with respect to height z. That is

t=f(z) .

13



Figure 5 shows Gunn and East's original discrete data and the

straight lines were drawn by Benoit using the interpolating equation (38)

1
v»

8 .—

0.001

0.0001

0.01

t. 5. 6. 7 8.9.10. 20.

FREQUENCY, GHZ.

Fig. 5 — Attenuation coeff icient for clouds.
\
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(d) Rain absorption coefficient

Presently available absorption coefficients for rain are all expressed

in terms of attenuation in db/km; if the scattering effect is ignored, the

attenuation is mainly due to absorption and we can use attenuation coefficient

to calculate apparent temperature. Although rain drops are much larger

than water drops in clouds (we can ignore scattering effect for cloud), for

this study we will assume scattering can be ignored.

A future study will include this scattering effect in detail for

various rain conditions. Here we use Gunn and East's empirical expression:
1

<*R = a? (39)

to relate the attenuation to the precipitation rate, ot* is the attenuation in

db/km and p is the precipitation rate in mm/hr. The parameters a and b
2 fi

are frequency dependent constants. Refering to Ippolito[1970] , the a

and b parameters are obtained with Laws and Parson's distribution at

three frequencies of interest as:

a=0.008 b=1.32, at 8.9 GHz

a=0.0125 b=1.25 at 11.1 GHz

a=0.026 b=1.18 at 13.9 GHz

Ippolito has shown that the attenuation calculated by this formula is

between Medhurst's[1965] theoretical maximum and minimum attenuation.

IV. CALCULATED RESULTS

In this section, curves of apparent temperature versus nadir angle

and frequency are computed using the equations in section II and the

atmospheric models of clouds and rain in section III. The calculation is

based on local thermodynamic equilibrium with scattering effect ignored.

The purpose of these computations is to determine how well these

models agree with experiments. Furthermore, they also serve to indicate

the masking effect of clouds or rain on the observation of the areas below

them.

15



For our clear sky apparent temperature calculation, we assumed
o

T_ - 300°K, /> =9.53 gm/m , P =760 mmlig. For clouds or rain, theU ' (j (j
height of observation is assumed at 10 km. Since the highest cloud top
is about 7 km, this would allow various meteorological effects to be
examined. For all clouds and rain models, the temperature variation
with respect to height, z, is assumed to follow that for the standard
atmosphere. The temperature effect on cloud absorption coefficient is
included in our apparent temperature calculation. For rain, we assumed
constant absorption coefficient throughout the region. The total
absorption coefficient then can be expressed as:

(40)

Figure 6 and 7 show curves of apparent temperature versus nadir
angle for Porter's overcast models at 13.9 GHz with horizontal and
vertical polarization. The clear-sky curves also shown are used as a
basis for comparison.

Figure 8 and 9 are the Ta versus 0curves for Neiburger's stratus
and Levine's cumulus cloud model at 13.9 GHz with horizontal polarization.
Ta versus i7 curves at 0 and 60° nadir angle for Levine's cumulus cloud
model is shown in Figure 10. The results using Valley's precipitation
model case I, with four different precipitation rates, are shown in figures
11 to 13 with Ta vs . 0 , Ta vs. ? and Ta vs. P plot.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Presence of clouds and rain will in general increase the microwave
apparent temperatures looking downward over a smooth sea. The following
conclusions may be made with respect to the cloud and rain models:

(a) Cloud-model - . . -. .
(1) Porter's overcast model, which can be considered as a combi-

nation of stratus and cumulus cloud models, shows that at 13.9 GHz (Fig 6,
and 7) the difference of apparent temperature between any two models at a

16



given nadir angle increases with increasing nadir angle and attains its

maximum value around seventy degrees for horizontal polarization but

decreases for vertical polarization. Neiburger's stratus cloud (Figure 8)

and Levine's cumulus cloud (Figure 9) models also have the same

characteristics.

(2) Due to the above characteristics, it is much easier to use

horizontal polarization for cloud detection, particularly at large nadir

angles.

(3) Neiburger's stratus cloud model (Figure 8) shows that for

thin cloud ( 500mthick) with average liquid water content less than
2

0.35 gm/m , the temperature increment is small and its effect can be

ignored at 13.9 GHz and below.

(4) The apparent temperature increases at different rates with

increasing frequency from 8.9 to 13.9 GHz at a given nadir angle. The

increment of a specific model also increases with increasing nadir angle.
n

For example, at nadir, the 3810m cloud top 1.25 gm/m liquid water

content cumulus cloud (see Figure 10) has 27°K variation from 8.9 to

13.9 GHz while at sixty degree nadir angle it increases to 50°K.

(b) Cloud-precipitation model

(1) Valley's precipitation model case I with four different precip-

itation rates gives results shown in figures 11 to 13. For small pre-

cipitation rates, say 2.8 and 5.2 mm/hr, the apparent temperature dif-

ference between these two models increases with increasing nadir angle

which is the same as shown by the cloud models. For moderate precip-

itation rates, say 7.9 and 10.3 mm/hr, the apparent temperature difference

between these two models does not increase with increasing nadir angle.

(2) The apparent temperature increases at different rates with

increasing frequency from 8.9 to 13.9 GHz at nadir and at 60 degree nadir

angle for different precipitations (Figure 12) . For instance, at nadir the

apparent temperature increment from 8.9 to 13.9 GHz for 2 .8, 5 .2 , 7.9

and 10.3 mm/hr models are 18, 26, 34, and 39°K respectively. From this

result it is apparent that the larger the precipitation rate the larger the

17



increments, but there are no linear relations between them. At 8.9 GHz
the apparent temperature diiference between 10.3 mm/hr and clear sky

models is 27°K at nadir, while at 60 degree nadir angle which is twice
the path length at nadir, it increases to 60°K (not 54°K) . Hence, there
is no linear relation between the apparent temperature difference due to
rain and the path length of rain though we assumed constant absorption
coefficient of rain.

(3) From the above characteristics of moderate rain, these phenomena
appear to allow differentiation between cloudy and rainy conditions.

(4) Figure 13 shows the apparent temperature versus precipitation

rate curves with three different frequencies. There exists a linear
relationship at 8.9 GHz, but at 13.9 GHz, the linearity breaks down

around 7.9 mm/hr. Hence, 8.9 GHz may be better for precipitation
rate detection by means of apparent temperature measurement.

18
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APPENDIX A. SURFACE EMISSIVITY OF A SMOOTH SEA

\2 • LI where J-n or v (1)

where €r= €, - j'Ĉ  (4)

let u =

and Jer-Sw'P =J6^-J62-U-U
X) =J(6, + Ll*-l) -j€2 = f-jf

then squaring eq, (5) :

That is P3-?2 = €, -t W2- / (7)

2? = 62 (8)

Solving (7), (8) for p , and 9- get

U2- IjjJ ( e U 2 - l - f £ -f €+ U2- I 0)

do)

and Rv(0) then can be expressed in terms of u,p, and

as :

(9 „ "- P + lf (11)
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The surface emissivity have the following forms:

let 6 =

then p _,

and let COS U' =

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Fig. A-l

e, -

then from Figure A-l

' iani}>~ —^-

=- tan

28
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By trigonometric identity COS — = j-^

we finally get

where

Hence

put

\L
= 5 COS -j- = & Cos

- ± . 1 fan
2 *

"'

(19)

( 2 0 )

(21)
CQ5 I

2 =

then from fig. A-2

Fig. 2

(22)

(23)

From (19) we get

and similarly

= E> 5iH l/'o

USING ( 2 2 ) , ( 2 3 ) , ( 2 4 ) and (19) , we have

U (£,)?+€,£) = Uj~$

(24)

= u/̂ Te? p (cos ̂  cos f0 + s/w «^a sin ii)

= 6 6 cos (Vi -i/'o) (25)
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where O = COS Q (€, + €.»)* (26)

Hence from eq.(14) get

: 2 o^ ( 27 )

6 + ^GfiCoSfVi -ViV3
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